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From Here and Now: Monuments of Today and Everyday 
 
 
The arc of my educational narrative was drawing to a close. I was a month out from 
my thesis exhibition, the culmination of a three-year experience. The studio was full of an 
energy I had been longing to feel. I was just beginning. Then came the Pause.  
March 14th, 2020 was my last day in the studio, one day before I turned thirty-three 
years old. The candles blown out. This is not what I had wished for. The Pause was now in 
effect. In order to see where/how the Pause fits (or might fit), I will start with a rewind, and 
perhaps, in looking back, I will also look forward, side to side, up, and down.  
When I was a child I took lessons in karate. It was a way to hone in on solidified action, 
to receive and channel. This experience also gave me my first opportunity to teach. I recall being 
fascinated with the results. My actions directly dictated a form of communication whereby an 
action translated to meaning, to absorption1 of that meaning — teaching through visual 
mirroring. When I think of painting I very much think in these terms.  
As an undergraduate I continued working to understand the evolution of developing 
minds, coming into contact with several educators and theorists who influenced the way I think 
about conceptualizing, making, looking, and experiencing my work (and art in general). As an 
artist I hope to build form, not always in a compositional sense, but presentational as well.  Using 
Painting and its historical strategies, presentational form is both an operational thought/process 
and a reflection of the/a world in which it exists.  
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THESIS — Today is Monday, April 16th, 2020, the day my Hunter MFA Thesis show was 
supposed to open. This is no longer the case.  It is now just another Monday in a string of 
Monday’s. More recently the string of days (daze) have become indistinct. We’ve now been 
inside for a month due to the outbreak of Covid-19. At around 10:30 A.M. this morning I opened 
my eyes and looked up at the blankness, a creme colored white above me. The ceiling in my 
bedroom, hit by warm spring light, signals an optimism instead of the now all too typical 
exercise in desperation. The thought, “That’s nice,” passes. Perhaps a cloud had just passed over, 
but the room suddenly resumes its gray cast of the past month. I will lie here for about another 
twenty minutes, reluctant to leave the greatest comfort I now have — my bed.  
 I think about beds in art. Immediately there are two that come to mind. The first is My 
Bed (1998), Tracey Emin’s notorious piece first exhibited at the Tate Gallery. The second is Bed 
(1955), one of Rauschenberg’s first combine works. I see my bed existing somewhere between 
these two. Like Emin, my bed is my bed. It is functional; I use it. Unlike Emin though, I didn’t 
aim to make it. My bed continues to serve as just that — my bed. It does not trace a singular 
history of its existence. It holds much more information than that. Perhaps this is the result of my 
bed’s continued function as “bed” rather than a declaration of art. However, in this moment, the 
bed is providing some kind of a replacement for art, perhaps drawing a closer relationship to 
Rauschenberg’s. My bed is a bed and continues to be a bed. It is more like any person’s bed, a 
common bed than simply just my bed. Bed over my bed seems somewhat more appropriate. My 
bed deems the individualistic nature of the object for its user. But in this time of uncertainty (of 
pandemic), a bed holds a space of comfort for many of us that both carries and absorbs emotional 
and unconscious information. The tracing of Rauchenberg’s bed, drenched in oil, liquid 
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secretion, is Emin’s bed, it is my bed, it is a bed. The bed says, “Its ok and so are you,” and I get 
out of it. 
In researching the cognitive development of the early mind, I was able to experience, 
firsthand, within the classroom, how a child might use the process of input-output to construct or 
interpret the world as they experience it. Several 19th century pedagogues advanced practical 
applications for such input-output exercises, chief among them Friederich Fröbel. His major 
contributions include the concept of Kindergarten, a, child-centered environment for learning 
through experiential play, as well as Fröbel’s Gifts, a set of educational play materials or tools 
designed for the first kindergarten at Bad Blankenberg. 
 In a 2015 New Yorker article parodying the routine (and in particular coffee drinking 
habits) of Honoré de Balzac, Brenden O’Hare imagines Balzac’s outlandish thought processes 
through his alleged consumption of fifty cups of coffee a day. O’Hare/Balzac writes of his 
fiftieth cup, “That’s fifty! And wouldn’t you know it, I am starting to have a really good idea 
about depicting French society in a realistic way, like usual! It’s only 11:30 in the morning, but I 
am already excited for tomorrow, when I get to drink more of the beverage I love, coffee.”2 
While Balzac’s groundbreaking works of realism could provide a foil for reflecting upon our 
current situation, in this moment I choose to look to O’Hare’s fantasy of the writer’s daily habits. 
Sometimes that play material or tool is a productive drug that amplifies speed and choice. We are 
all hoping to speed through the pandemic, to the next day, to that next cup of coffee. And what 
choice do we have!? All this to say: the kitchen is the next stop on this tour.  
While Fröbel’s Gifts utilized imagination and interactive play for developing minds, the 
environmental structure of Kindergarten provided the space in which to work, experience and 
interpret this play. To create an analogy for my work: Kindergarten is the picture plane, the Gifts 
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are everything else. As Fröbel imagined it, the original toy is comprised of six Gifts (objects) 
arranged together in a single box. Each progressive Gift becomes more complex in geometry and 
quantity. Based on this progression, a child, aged one, would receive Gift One, a soft ball of 
yarn; at age two, the child receives Gift Two, a cube and sphere; and so on.3 Imagination and 
play with the Gifts becomes analogous to experiencing “real world” objects. A child who stacks 
blocks may be relating them to the concept of a table or a door. Mimicry builds knowledge, 
builds understanding, builds complexity and nuance into the relationship with and experience of 
a thing. Like Fröbel, my interests lie in the tracking of a practical analysis of cognitive 
progression both in reality and through metaphorical and metonymical relationships.   
Not knowing is a way to discovering know-ability.  
In my work I am looking for things to teach me how to see. 
 All times enter one countertop. Our collection of cutting boards has grown over time. 
Arranged in modernist repose, they become a geometrical confluence of color, form. The still 
life sits to the front, the vessels next to the still life, the Dadaist machine next to the vessels. They 
transform into whichever form might suit you for your morning walk. The backsplash becomes a 
horizon as I walk through a vegetational landscape. For now, this countertop has replaced my 
canvases, food my pigments. Cooking is a joyful reprieve. But as the days have grown into 
weeks, and soon into months, the home kitchen can become a daily reminder of a stagnant 
routine. Looking up, cabinets rise up to meet the ceiling. The sense of history rises with it. How 
long have these cabinets been here? What have they held? What have they helped make? A 
snapshot. An image that stretches as far as the eye can see. All set in a transference of 
information. From one format to another. I think of Wade Guyton. The kitchen provides the best 
fantasy next to the bed because it offers possibility that is just in reach (out of reach?) — one that 
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is yours for the taking (and eating). I take the orange sitting in the bowl and do just that; a still 
life now consumed.  
In the initial conceptualization of my project, I was looking for the escape routes out of 
Modernism without falling into some of the dead-end traps of post-modernism.  Like the 
Monolith in 2001: A Space Odyssey, the form signifies a trigger-able event. It aims at a reversal 
of Modernism, or at the very least one constructed by variable loops. One that looks back at itself 
and comprehends its shape. The ape now looks at the Monolith and recognizes its own reflection. 
“I know what I am, and I like what I see!” the ape thinks.4 It — the form — is in observing, 
unveiling and/or discovering these sets of relationships where art might exist. The Monolith 
re/presents a key to unlocking the evolutionary consciousness of the mind — thought itself. This 
is the way the project began. The geometric form, the building block, Fröbel’s Gifts, present a 
point of departure, of processing experience through that metaphorical/metonymical relationship. 
This is where my project began.   
 As I’m finishing the first (second? third?) cup of coffee, enjoying the citrus I have just 
carved up, I look to the lone window in my kitchen.  The window, whose exit looks upon a fire 
escape, is covered by a second barrier, an extra protective film between outside and inside. The 
grid works to isolate elements of the outside; to zoom in and flatten. But in this moment, the 
impossibility of mapping is made apparent; the fact that this grid’s purpose is a multi-pointed 
obfuscation — a grid over a grid over a projection of the outside. Because surely this is my/a 
projection from something known that is now unknown. Krauss reminds us of how stubborn the 
grid can be to change. It levels the plane, literally. In its leading transformation of seeing “is its 
capacity to serve as a paradigm or model for the anti-developmental, the anti-narrative, the anti-
historical.”5 It is the citation of the grid as paradigm or model, for the recognition of the anti-
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historical that leads us towards other paths, out from the lessons learned from modernism. I open 
the first grid and then the grid beyond to get a clearer/closer picture of the world. It smells the 
same, I think. I turn around and exit the kitchen. A short walk away, two steps to be precise, is 
our next POI (point of interest).  
      
Fig. 1 
I know where the doorway leads, but I am not thinking beyond it — I approach it as it is. 
The door stands nearly the length of the canvas; it is quite tall. It is situated next to a corner; the 
only exit to the room, the room in which the viewer finds themself. Or are we looking into this 
scene? We cannot see the exit. A small set of blocks is arranged as a gateway, resting on the 
floor next to the doorway, halved by shadow. A white frame encloses the scene. How do the 
mimetic operations of likeness and interaction bubble into the conception of the mediation of 
thought? The goal for painting is absorption6 and reflection. This cherished trope of Painting has 
the potential to happen at all levels: materially, physically, conceptually. It is First Position, a 
starting posture that leads into the dance. We build something — in this instance, a gateway — 
that has the ability to play its part. But in language and imitation, things take on new meaning; a 
copy is still not an original. But perhaps in knowing the copy we move closer to a fluid version 
of the conception of thought, both closer to the original and mutable from it. In my work I often 
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look to things that have a connective tissue. A door does this on many levels — it leads us 
somewhere.  
 I take a seat at the white table outside of kitchen. A thin black and white checkered 
runner (the grid continued) divides the table. Also on the table are two computers, Molly’s and 
my own, a magazine from 2013 we have lugged around and played the face game with, post-it 
notes, napkins, a pen, a photograph from our first apartment after moving back to New York, the 
Kippenberger biography I am reading, and my asthma inhaler, likely the most important item 
here. The Return of Rauschenberg: From One Bed to Another. Like the countertop, this tabletop 
too has become my own Rauschenbergian flatbed — the grid absorbed. In my mind there are at 
least three sets of occurrences here. One, the tabletop, and two and three, the computers leading 
to a complication of the previous logic (a newer flatbed). To quote Krauss once more, in her 
essay for October magazine, In Memory of Robert Rauschenberg (1925-2008), she expands upon 
Leo Steinberg’s notions of Rauschenberg’s Combine surfaces remarking that “To speak of the 
reception of data or information is to liken these concatenated surfaces to the matrix of 
consciousness…”7 The POI I now find myself at is unlike the others on this tour. During the 
pandemic, collective consciousness is constantly shifting. We have not caught up with the new 
paradigm yet. The flatbed yields itself differently with each passing day: papers, masks, books, 
dishes, cans, glasses, wipes, computers, phones, alcohol, crumbs. The flatbed compresses 
experience and the subjectivity of expressing it. I think of Michel Majerus. I think of a YouTube 
video where the artist lectures. “There will be countless images as long as there is a desire for 
acceleration. Whether these are new images or merely repetitions plays an important role.”8 I 
think of Charline Von Heyl. I think of an interview I recently read where the artist speaks of 
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similar ideas. To move through. To trigger a moment of seeing. “Satisfaction does not mean 
contentment; it means acceleration.”9 Time to open up the computer for some real data.  
 The headline reads “New U.S. Jobless Claims Push 4-Week Totals to 22 Million.” I 
added myself to this list a week or so ago. Whether unemployment benefits will arrive at all is 
uncertain. Every system is in turmoil. Economies are crashing, people are … I shut the computer. 
I will come back to it, but I’ve just gotten out of bed and don’t need a reason to get back in. 
Things have changed. The paradigm has shifted. Into what is still a question we all are asking. It 
has been nearly a month since I last visited the studio. Surely my plants are dead. 
In Painting Beside Itself, David Joselit presents the idea of transitivity in painting. As he 
writes, “I can think of no better term to capture the status of objects within networks – which are 
defined by their circulation from place to place and their subsequent translation into new 
contexts – than this notion of passage.”10 Extracted from an interview with Martin Kippenberger, 
he begins this essay with a quote from the artist: “Simply to hang painting on the wall and say 
that its art is dreadful. The whole network is important! Even spaghettini…when you say art, 
then everything belongs to it…”11 Like the Gifts, art looks outwards and away, and back at itself. 
Like Kippenberger and Joselit, I too look for an art that extends out into history, for an art that 
looks not only forward and backward, but also up, down and sideways as well. To push into art, 
or upon it in such a way, is to involve art in a type of circulation that circumvents its own 
specificity.  
 The plants in front of me are alive. Like the bed, they provide comfort. Bringing outdoors 
indoors. Next to the bookshelf with the plants is the doorway to the kitchen. Before leaving the 
kitchen, I had started the dishwasher which I had forgotten to run the night before. I close the 
door to the kitchen to dampen the sound. As I look towards the door now, emitting a low 
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rumbling, I can’t help but think about a painting I made at the end of last year, a painting of this 
very spot. How do I see this space now versus how I saw it then? The door is now closed, but it 
is still a door. Eventually the door will open up again and I will move beyond it. In the painting a 
small gateway sits next to the open doorway; a space to enter. The door is now closed. 
Eventually the door will open up again. Boxes have replaced the gateway. In an effort to limit 
our need to go outside, we have relied on ordering necessary items. The gratitude we have for 
services like these, provided by essential workers, is immeasurable. The door is now closed. 
Eventually new doors will open. The boxes will accumulate, and, in their accumulation, new 
building blocks will surface. I enjoy the boxes. They are the traces of continued production. It’s 
almost 11:30 A.M. now and I’ve just finished the last of my coffee. On to the next stop — the 
bathroom.  
 How do we get here, why did we arrive, and what is our next destination? In the preface 
to the catalog for Endgame: Reference and Simulation in Recent Painting and Sculpture, curated 
by Elisabeth Sussman and David Joselit, David A. Ross notes that the chess terminology in the 
exhibition title sets forth the metaphorical relationship between works on view. In chess, an 
endgame scenario is a predetermined victory/loss that can be foreseen before the game is fully 
played through. The board has been stripped down to fewer pieces thereby dictating fewer 
moves, resulting in an array of clear inevitable outcomes.12 Using such a strategy to produce 
work/painting in full consciousness becomes performative, a kind of demonstration of the 
strategy itself. The works are therefore conditioned as strategies of making, completely aware of 
their status.13  
In his 1986 essay, Signs Taken For Wonders, Hal Foster maps out an additional directive, 
focusing on similar endgame strategies used by another set of artists (including several who 
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exhibited in Endgame). Foster cites Sherrie Levine as one of the most fitting exemplars. In 
Levine’s painting, Foster sees the work operating through citation and simulation/simulacrum. 
“Her abstract paintings simulate modes of abstraction, as if to demonstrate that they are no 
longer critically reflexive or historically necessary forms with direct access to unconscious truths 
or a transcendental realm beyond the world — that they are simply styles among others.”14 
Levine builds a case along the subversion of a model — Modernism — and her insertion into or 
dismantling of said model that operates through the ideas of copy, appropriation, and simulacrum 
by means of self-reflexivity, or the status-aware object. Her move transforms gesture into sign. 
While this gesture of consciousness is a tremendous feat by Levine, the possibility of it asserting 
autonomy, a breakage from the quotational, feels somewhat left behind. It becomes too much of 
a “hard stop,” too much of an endgame. As they say: life goes on. At the end of his essay Foster 
writes, “…it is the abstractive processes of capital that erode representation and abstraction alike. 
And ultimately it may be these processes that are the real subject, and latent referent, of this new 
abstract painting.”15 While Foster may have been correct about the processes of capital, the 
assertions of capital only seems to be as an additional model for painting to absorb (and in some 
ways to perform a symbiotic relationship with). Thus, Joselit’s subsequent prompt of transitivity, 
of extracting histories and impressing new forms of circulation, acknowledges Foster, along with 
Sussman and Joselit’s own additions, puts it in a blender and serves it anew.  
 By moving Painting beyond its post-modern context in which it is subsumed/translated 
to/by the sign and into Joselit’s idea of network, circulation, transitivity and circumvention, a 
loophole may be created within the self-reflexive loops. Can Painting be allowed to re-circulate 
into new territories capable of either producing new loops and/or re-contextualizing old ones by 
constructing new narratives along or even against this model? “These transitive practices have 
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gained currency because they offer a way out of a particularly enduring critical dead end: the 
reification trap.”16  
 If the project is, in its most basic term, a processing that contends with formatting 
information while freeing it from “reification” (now vs/and then, this vs/and that), how does this 
processing assert itself now while encouraging its own elusiveness? How does this formatting, 
contextualize, re/de-contextualize, reconstitute, negate and subvert? Have the terms changed, or 
have they simply been extended? 
 The long narrow hallway that leads to the bathroom has three doors.  The first a closet, 
the second our next destination, and the third a door to the outside. Without any windows for 
light to creep in, darkness fills the end of the hall. This door is and isn’t like the others in the 
house. It is a door and there is something on the other side of it. But unlike the other doors in my 
home, I don’t know what’s on the other side of it. Well, this isn’t entirely true. This isn’t to say 
that things on the outside look that different, though they do. I think about Leidy Churchman’s 
show I saw a little more than a month ago, the last before the lockdown. I think about 
Churchman’s work and so many aspects of it that I feel close to. I miss the outside that I knew. It 
has always been a shifting world, but this is quite the shift, a new paradigm, one where what type 
of future remains is more uncertain than ever in my and most people’s lifetime. 
GIFT 1— It might become a description of a process but to draw it out requires its relation to the 
bigger picture of art and contemporary experience. It’s a research paper/project, both the writing 
and the work. They are the same thing. But the problem is catching up, to the output 
(information), and processing it through whichever form it might end up requiring. Despite my 
attempts to catch up, I know that maybe I never really will or that thinking one can is impossible, 
fleeting. And this can prove to be a rich territory to work in. I suppose this is why I feel the need 
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to continue to make work (Acceleration), and hope to discover/uncover an idea in the middle of 
making it only to realize the idea is only partially encompassed within any single object. The 
paintings require each other. Each day they put on a new face. I want to know what that face 
looks like.  
GIFT 2— Painting stands in opposition to a world with answers, the digital sphere where an 
explanation is built upon a framework of reification and reception — ask and you shall receive. I 
seek the opposite, one where as you begin to receive information, it slips away from you.   
GIFT 3— It is hard to really describe how I make the work because there is no one set way, 
rather a list of proposals on how I might make a painting. This might relate more to image 
dissemination in a hyper-media saturated world. A painting always results in a picture; there are 
different points of stoppage. I hope that what it might communicate will remain a mutable 
experience that suggests something akin to a data set or proposal for looking at images, how they 
are arrived at, constructed, communicated, and re/contextualized.   
GIFT 4— Yes, but. You know that it will continue to be re/worked.  
 A ceramic reproduction of The Night Watch by Rembrandt hangs on the wall just before 
the long narrow hallway to the outside. Like all things, it too takes on new context in this 
paradigm. Images shift along with the world and inform each other — a call and response. I 
think again to the last time I went out that door, when I got on a train, when I walked in the 
studio that by now must have developed a thin layer of dust coating my materials — an extra 
protective film. The Night Watch depicts civic guardsmen being called into action. The 
uniqueness of this group portrait was its depiction of its figures in action; a transition from dark 
to light. We have all taken on new roles and adapted from our old ones. As a PA, my partner 
Molly is one of the new guardsmen of the present. How we look at things in the world and their 
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relation to history holds an interesting logic. It is not direct, but one that splits paths, into new 
paradigms. The things we see are made anew. The screen refreshed. As I walk towards the 
second doorway on the right I think about the possibility/meaning of action, production, 
reproduction, and re-contextualization, of the model/modes of seeing old things anew.  
 Now, in the small bathroom just off the hallway, I begin to brush my teeth. I wash my 
hands (important), my face. This may be the most important action of the morning. Though I 
know I will not be leaving the house today (or tomorrow), this routine triggers a jumpstart. I 
enjoy brushing my teeth. But it isn’t the only reason we have stopped off here on our walk. The 
bathroom also holds our most treasured monument yet.  
 On the shelf to the left of the sink there are several important items. The shelf holds them 
harmoniously. Paper towels, toilet paper, flu medication, more flu medication, allergy 
medication, soap, and a light to showcase it all in the dark. This monument was created several 
weeks ago towards the beginning of our current quarantine phase. There was panic in stores. 
Shelves stripped bare. Toilet paper was deemed the new currency. In anticipation of getting sick 
— hoarding. I come in here each morning and see that it is still there. I feel lucky in that moment. 
“To think of an image means Seeing an image. 
The painting gives the sense of sight a visible image. The sense of sight registers the 
image in the picture in reverse, without Seeing, according to the laws of optics, like a 
camera. This image becomes a mental image, that is an image with a psychic value. It is 
thought that gives this value.”17  
 
 Magritte’s understanding of how we see sets up an interesting relationship to Fröbel’s 
thinking. Using Frobel’s Gifts, when a child places two rectangular blocks vertically and 
connects them by laying a third horizontally across the top, this image/construction may be 
assigned the label of gate or doorway. Fröbel is teaching foundational semiotics; image and word 
connections. Magritte complicates this process in his essay Words and Images: “No object is so 
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tied to its name that we cannot find another one that suits it better.”18 Magritte’s paintings tell us 
over and over that previously understood constructs cannot necessarily be trusted. 
 In a 2012 video of the painter Jonathan Meese, the artist stands next to one of his 
paintings and begins to ask it a series of questions. “Dear picture, do you like yourself? Are you 
appropriate for these times or the future? Is it okay that you exist? What do you want?”19 When a 
picture is made, it is recognized. It enters historical resonance. It enters the material and physical 
world. It questions procedure — is it okay that you exist (do you play well with others)? All this 
leads to types of significations of the way visual information is received and processed, and 
finally, as the history of art shows, reprocessed — mechanical recurrence. It is why the rich 
modernist-post-modernist dichotomy is so ready to be mined.  
      
 Fig. 2      Fig. 3  
 The Splash Screen series is a scaled sampling for this line of questioning. It is a 
microcosmic proposal for a way forward within my practice. The act of seeing, processing, 
producing, and repeating impresses the experience of the world upon it. How might this look? Is 
it a trace of the hand? An image of language? A source of existential light? Is it a place to sign 
your name? A picture connotes a mark, an impression, a stamp that proves an existence if only 
just its own. The linguistic measure of this sign points to painting in the most direct fashion. It is 
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in fact centered upon it. The aims of pictures stem more clearly through an operation of image 
mutability, where one informs and contextualizes the other. 
 I leave the bathroom, walk a little way down the hall, and enter a small second room. 
Space in New York is hard to come by. I miss the studio again. I am grateful to have the space 
for a temporary replacement. In the room a make-shift studio has been created. It has seen little 
use since its creation. It is the last stop on our our turn around the apartment. It is the place to 
look back at the things we have seen and how we have/will see them.  
 “…all sense of reality was gone. In its place had come deep-seated illusions, absence of 
pupillary reactions to light, absence of knee reaction—symptoms all of progressive 
cerebral meningitis; the blanketing of the brain… -Louis Sullivan, ‘one of greatest of all 
architects,’ quoted in Michel Butor’s Mobile”  
 — Robert Smithson’s A Tour of the Monuments of Passaic, New Jersey 20 
 
 Looking at a grid of the past provides an interesting point of view for the shifting 
present/future. The eventual erosion of this view shows new formations just beneath the 
smoothed surface. I look into the past and can see the present differently. How will I see it 
tomorrow? What does this type of ahistorical observation mean? Take Smithson’s example of 
playing a film of an event forward as a record of the event, then backward as a reversal of the 
event. He posits that the film will eventually fold and enter a state of irreversibility. But things 
don’t run that way anymore. Digitization has once again shifted that type of entropy into a 
simulation of what once was. Now there is no one set way to look at anything. Rather new 
perspectives and reaction to those perspectives. 
GIFT 5 — Despite the citations in my work I do not agree on a return to anything.21 I aim to give 
new life to old pictures and old life to new pictures. Does progress happen without one even 
noticing it? Substitute the word progress with the word knowing. Substitute the word knowing 
with imaging. Repeat.  
19 
It will continue to be re/worked. 


































1 In Michael Fried’s Absorption and Theatricality: Painting and Beholder in the Age of Diderot, the critic introduces the term “absorption” 
into painting. His use of the word coincides with a type of painting of the 18th century that focused closely on objects within the painting. 
The result was a painting that made no awareness of the viewer. The result of this type of image would instead concentrate a viewer’s 
observation of a painting engaging them in a more considered mental-visual activity. My use of the term relies more on paintings tendency 
to absorb and replicate other types of media, from photography to print, to techniques of visual production and visual languages in general. 
See http://cultureandcommunication.org/deadmedia/index.php/Absorption 
2 O'Hare, Brendan. What I Assume Honoré De Balzac Thought After Drinking Each of His Fifty Daily Cups Of Coffee.” The New Yorker, 
The New Yorker, 7 July 2015, www.newyorker.com/humor/daily-shouts/what-i-assume-honore-de-balzac-thought-after-drinking-each-of-
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List of Thesis Show Images 
 
 
From Here and Now : Monuments of Today and Everyday 2016, 2020,  
Acrylic, Image transfer, and silkscreen on canvas, 63x48 Inches 
 
From Here and Now : Monuments of Today and Everyday 2016.5, 2020,  
Acrylic, Image transfer, and silkscreen on canvas, 63x48 Inches 
 
From Here and Now : Monuments of Today and Everyday 2017, 2020,  
Acrylic, Image transfer, and silkscreen on canvas, 63x48 Inches 
 
From Here and Now : Monuments of Today and Everyday 2017.5, 2020,  
Acrylic, Image transfer, and silkscreen on canvas, 63x48 Inches 
 
From Here and Now : Monuments of Today and Everyday 2018, 2020,  
Acrylic, Image transfer, and silkscreen on canvas, 63x48 Inches 
 
From Here and Now : Monuments of Today and Everyday 2018.5, 2020,  
Acrylic, Image transfer, and silkscreen on canvas, 63x48 Inches 
 
From Here and Now : Monuments of Today and Everyday 2019, 2020,  
Acrylic, Image transfer, and silkscreen on canvas, 63x48 Inches 
 
From Here and Now : Monuments of Today and Everyday 2019.5, 2020,  
Acrylic, Image transfer, and silkscreen on canvas, 63x48 Inches 
 
Sometimes Inside, Sometimes Outside, Sometimes Right on the Surface, 2020 
Acrylic on canvas, 82x64 Inches 
 
Two Charts, 2020Acrylic on canvas, 20x16 Inches 
 
Splash Screen 20 (MC), 2020, Acrylic on canvas, 10x8 Inches 
 
Splash Screen 20 (PP), 2020, Acrylic on canvas, 10x8 Inches 
 























































Adam Shaw, October 17th – October 31st, 2020, Installation View 
 
